Grand Canyon Gas Logs
Established in 2013 Grand Canyon Gas Logs was designed to bring quality, realism and American Manufacturing back to the hearth industries gas log market. Scouring the South West for the perfect logs, each log is individually cast and hand painted to perfection. Grand Canyon Gas Logs is a combination of the industry’s most authentic looking ceramic refractory logs and the highest quality manufactured array of burners. Designed, engineered and manufactured in the United States, Grand Canyon Gas Logs craftsmanship pour American pride into each log and burner they build. Manufactured in the Heart Land of American, our burners feature fully welded construction for perfect positioning and 304 20 gauge stainless steel frame for quality which is unmatched in the gas log market. All products manufactured by Grand Canyon Gas Logs carry a lifetime warranty when installed inside your fireplace. Take a look at our full line of indoor and outdoor products to truly understand the Grand Canyon Gas Log difference.

Who Is Kyle?
Kyle is a real bearded man scanning the Arizona country side in search of the finest logs. This is not a mythical creature that we have created but a real person that would love to shake your hand. Kyle’s jolly spirit is infectious and his tenacity and work ethic is unmatched by any of the log hunters of his kind. The spirit of Kyle is the foundation of Grand Canyon Gas Logs striving to bring reality to an old industry. Grand Canyon Gas Logs, “real logs from real people”.

GRAND CANYON GAS LOGS
GrandCanyonGasLogs.com
CERTIFIED REALISTIC
HOT SERIES FIBER LOGS

High Output Technology “HOT” Series is an innovative combination of the heating properties of fiber and the detail properties of a ceramic refractory log. Casted off our Arizona Weathered Oak Charred logs, the HOT Series was designed to make a fiber log look like a ceramic refractory log. Besides the great look the HOT Series, these functional logs produces 35% more heat than our ceramic refractory equivalent. Available in a 24” size, HOT Series puts more heat in the room and less heat loss up the chimney.

HEAT SHIELD REFLECTOR

HOT SERIES FIBER LOGS
ARIZONA WEATHERED OAK

ARIZONA WEATHERED OAK logs were found in the mountains of the Northern Arizona forest. In fact, all of the logs that make up this collection were gathered from one tree that was hit by lightning more than 40 years ago.

The effects of the lightning strike created bulges, twisting and cracking in the wood which are unique to our Arizona Weathered Oak collection.

Available sizes: 18”, 24”, Front View & See Through
ARIZONA JUNIPER

is found in the washes and valleys of the Northern Arizona terrain. Much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy splotches and hot summers causing eratic cracking and wild twisting in the wood. Our log hunters hike the washes hand-picking each of the logs that sit in the Arizona Juniper sets. Take notice of the detail in each one of the logs that feature deep cracking, pitting and natural wood decay only perfected by Mother Nature.

Available size 18” – 48”, Front View & See Through

ARIZONA JUNIPER
Blue Pine Split
logs were found in the bark beetle ravaged forest in Northern Arizona. The infestation of beetles left behind acers upon acers of down trees, however it created unbelievable wood character only captured in the Blue Pine Split collection.
The deep grain pattern and gray highlights make this split look like the wood was split right in half in your fireplace. Don’t like the split reverse the log to showcase the fantastic Alligator bark.
Available in sizes 18”, 24” & 30” in front view only.

Logs shown on this page have the Alligator bark facing out.
ARIZONA WEATHERED OAK CHARRED

Collection combines the detail and beauty of our native series and adds the extra dimension of an authentic charred look. Our log hunters hand-picked each of the logs and then burned the front logs right in half. Once burnt the logs are molded to capture the most realistic looking charred set on the market.

Available sizes 18” - 42”
QUAKING ASPEN

in Grand Canyon Gas Logs signature birch set. This traditional birch log set balances the cream whites with the scarred black bark from the winter snows.

Available sizes 18", 24" & 30"

MOUNTAIN SPLIT OAK

Available sizes 18", 24" & 30"

WESTERN OAK

Available sizes 18", 24" & 30"
JUMBO SERIES & JUMBO SLIMLINE SERIES

Our Jumbo Series matches our massive Jumbo burners with our hefty Jumbo Arizona Weathered Oak Logs. The 1” toes on the burner are a perfect complement to the 12” diameter of the Jumbo Arizona Weathered Oak front log. Big toes and big logs are not at this collection has to offer as massive flames are the final part of this 3 headed beast. Available in sizes 30”, 32”, 34” front view and see through. Jumbo burners have a depth of 21” and the Jumbo Slimline burners are 18” deep.

KIVA SERIES

A Southwest favorite the Kiva Series has been found to be a very versatile burner system. Designed to fit Adabele Kiva fireplaces, burners 18, 24, and 30 have actual overall width of 12”, 18”, and 21”. With an overall depth of 9” this burner packs a punch for its small stature. Log options available are the Arizona Weathered Oak or the Arizona Juniper.
LINEAR FIRE BEADS

Grand Canyon Gas Logs proprietary designed football shaped Linear Fire Beads are designed to sparkle and shimmer like no other glass beads. These unique designed beads radiate the heat out into the room for hours of enjoyment. Available in 7 different colors for indoor and outdoor use and sold in 10 pound packages.

Due to the manufacturing process color variations and density may occur.

ACCESSORIES

Arizona Weathered Oak Charred 3 pc. Twig Set
Quaking Aspen 4 pc. Twig Set
Arizona Juniper 3 pc. Twig Set
Blue Pine Split 5 pc. Twig Set
Arizona Weathered Oak 5 pc. Twig Set
10 lb. bag of Lava Rocks
10 lb. bag of Lava Granules
10 oz. bag of Glowing Embers
8 oz. bag of Vermiculite
GAS BURNERS

Grand Canyon burners are manufactured with American pride in the Hearth land of the United States. Our 2 & 3 burner systems are ANSI certified from sizes 18” - 42” and all burners manufactured are factory tested to meet ANSI standards. STAINLESS STEEL pans and Schedule 40 hard pipes are just some of the reasons Grand Canyon burners stand out from the rest. With a lifetime indoor use warranty our burners are built to stand the test of time.

Jumbo/Jumbo Slimline Burner
Available Sizes 36” - 120”
Jumbo = 21” Depth - Jumbo Slimline = 18” Depth

1 Burner
Available Sizes 18”, 24”, 30”

2 Burner
Available Sizes 18”, 42”

3 Burner
Available Sizes 18”, 42”

Kiva Burner
Models 18 (12”), 24 (18”) & 30 (21”)

2 Burner See Through
Available Sizes 18” - 42”

3 Burner See Through
Available Sizes 18” - 42”

VALVES & CONTROL SYSTEMS

Manual Valves
Part # 40A, 50K BTU Rating

Safety Pilot System
Part # SP100 KN, SP100O LP (not shown), 50K BTU Rating

High Capacity Safety Pilot System
Part # HSFP KN / HSFP LP (not shown), 140K BTU Rating

Hi-Watt System
Part # HW100 KN, HW100 LP (not shown), 62K BTU Rating

High Capacity Hi-Watt System
Part # HCHW100 KN / HCHW100 LP (not shown), 240K BTU Rating

Battery (Electronic)
Part # 6VK0KN / 6VK0LP (not shown), 82K BTU Rating

Electronic Ignition System Box
Part # E10 KN, 200K BTU Rating

Grand Canyon Remote Kit
Part # 40KN

Grand Canyon Wall Switch
Part # GMW
OUTDOOR BURNERS

All Outdoor burners and Fire Rings are built with 304 Stainless Steel and carry a lifetime warranty when installed inside or outside.

2-Burner Stainless Steel
Part #: 2BRN-55", Available Sizes 18" - 42"

2-Piece Burner
Part #: CF6B-***, Available Sizes 24", 30", 36" & 48"

Stainless Steel Fire Rings
Part #: FRS, Available Sizes 6" - 48"

Large Touch Star 24"
Part #: TS-***55, Available Sizes 9", 12", 18" & 24"

Glass Burner Stainless Steel
Part #: GLASSRN-***, Available Sizes 18", 24" & 30"

OUTDOOR FIRE PIT SERIES

Grand Canyon Gas Logs’ Fire Pit Series offers versatile log placement positions with unique burner designs. Our Arizona Weathered Oak Logs make up these unique sets asking the tough question of how do you want to stack your logs? Choose our Round Flat Stack (RFS), Round Tall Stack (RTS) or our proprietary burner design for our TEE-PEE Stack (TPS).

18" Round Tall Stack

30" Round Flat Stack

36" Square Flat Stack